
Leave Ransomware 
Concerns Behind

SaaS data protection with enterprise-grade security. 

THE GROWING DANGER OF RANSOMWARE

Protect your most valuable assets 
and ensure business continuity 

with Metallic SaaS Backup.
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No one is immune from ransomware,
but everyone must protect against it.

11 seconds
Ransomware attacks 

will occur every

this year

The average ransomware 
attack costs

$4.44m
The average ransomware 

incident takes

287 days
to recover3

Cybercriminals view organizations in a state of change 
or with limited IT resources as easier targets

PARTNER WITH METALLIC FOR DATA 
RECOVERY AND BUSINESS CONTINUITY

Metallic BaaS protects all your data from 
malicious threats. With Metallic you can:

Over 90% of 
ransomware attacks 

are preventable  

28% of SMBs do not 
have plans to mitigate 
ransomware attacks

46% of SMBs have 
been victims of 

ransomware attacks

73% of SMBs who 
experienced ransomware 
attacks paid a ransom

Protect your 
environment with a 

robust, 
multi-layered 

security approach

Employ multi-factor 
authentication, 

advanced 
encryption, and 

zero-trust access 
controls 

Spot ransomware 

patterns with 
AI-powered 

anomaly detection  

Preserve backup 
copies in isolated, 

air-gapped 
locations

Rapidly (and 

from attacks

Metallic also helps you:

•  Adopt an edge-to-cloud security 
strategy across your data estate

•  Mitigate risk of exposure and eliminate 
costly downtime

•  Adopt a proactive recovery plan

•  Stay future-ready against new 
and emerging cyberthreats

 

The costs of ransomware 
attacks against 966 entities in 
the government, education 
and healthcare entities 
exceeded $7.5 billion

Ransomware attacks 
against the retail industry 
jumped 15% 
quarter of 2020  

The number of publicly
recorded ransomware attacks
against manufacturing 
companies tripled in 2020 
alone

 
300X more likely to be 
targeted by cyberattacks

DON’T BE THE NEXT VICTIM 

        

              

              

                

          

     

               

                  

                   

                 

                     

    

                

                   

                   

                  

                      

    

        

              

              

                

          

    

A leading provider of transformative business technology solutions, Veristor helps its customers accelerate the time-to-value for 

the software, infrastructure and systems they deploy. We do this by harnessing deep expertise in today’s most advanced data 

center, security, networking, hybrid cloud, and big data technologies and guiding businesses to the right solutions for their most 

pressing challenges. And with a full suite of design, deployment, support, and managed service offerings, we work shoulder-to- 

shoulder with our customers at every step of their technology journey to make technology truly work for them. IT’s just who we 

are. Learn more at veristor.com.
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Verinext delivers transformative business technology, so customers are ready for everything that comes next. 

From intelligently automating time-consuming tasks and protecting data assets to securing infrastructure 

and improving customer experiences, Verinext activates the innovation that makes technology truly work so 

businesses can make their next move with confidence. Verinext is the new name for the combination of 

Anexinet, Veristor, Light Networks and SereneIT. With five offices across the south and northeast, Verinext is 

backed by Mill Point Capital LLC. Learn more at verinext.com.

https://verinext.com/contact/

